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AGENDA ITEM 24 

THE KOREAN QUESTION: REPORT OF THE UNITED NATIONS COMMISSION FOR THE UNIFICATION 

AND REHABILITATION OF KOREA (continued) 

The CHAIRMJiN (interpretation from Spanish): At the end of yesterday's 

meeting the Committee was considering two draft resolutions: one by the delegation 

of the Soviet Union (A/C.l/L.214) according to which the Committee would resolve 

to invite representatives of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and of the 

Republic of Korea to participate, without the right to vote, in the discussion of 

the Korean question; and the other by the delegation of the United States 

(A/C.l/L.216) according to which the Committee would invite a representative of 

the Republic of Korea to participate, without the right to vote, in the discussion 

of the Korean question. Therefore, the Committee will continue its discussion 

of this point before proceeding to the substance of the matter. 

I call on the representative of India on a point of order. 

Mr. LALL (India): My point of order is this. You have just said, 

Hr. Chairman, that we shall first discuss this issue of seating the representatives 

of the two parts of Korea in this Committee. Very respectfully, I entirely 

agree with that view and I trust that the speeches which we are no-vr going to 

hear will be confined to that matter. I should be grateful if you would make 

that clear because, if the other Sl~ceches are not going to be confined to that 

point, then the delegation of India would appreciate being called upon first 

because we propose to move an amendment to the United States draft resolution 

and it may be of advantage to the Committee to know of that amendment, which we 

have handed in to the Secretariat, and to have it explained at a very early stage 

in our consideration of this first primary issue. 

The CHAI~ffiN (interpretation from Spanish): As I said earlier, the 

Committee will consider the question raised previously by the delegations of 

the Soviet Union and the United States regarding the seating of representatives 

of the two parts of Korea. As far as the statement by the representative of 

Indiais concerned, it might help us if he would explain the amendment which he 

is going to submit, if he so desires. 
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Mr. LALL (India): I am grateful for this opportunity to explain the 

amendment which we are introducing now to the United States draft resolution 

( il./ C. 1/ L. 216) . 

\Ie are introducing an amendment to this draft because we anticipate that it 

may be the desire of the United States delegation to ask for priority for this 

draft resolution over the draft resolution presented by the Soviet Union. Our 

amendment is, in the first place, to introduce the word 11 each11 between the words 
11 representative11 and 11 of the Republic of Korea11

• The second amendment is to add 

words, after 11 the Republic of Korea11 to cover the other Government of Korea; 

tb:l.t is to say, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. 

resolution as amended would read: 

rrThe First Committee, 

So that,the draft 

rrDecides to invite a representative each of the Republic of Korea 

and of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea to participate, without 

the right to vote, in the discussion of the Korean question. 11 

I would be grateful for a moment to explain this amendment. 

\Te are concerned here primarily with a report on the unification u~d 

rehabilitation of Korea. Korea is an entity essentially. It is an entity with 

a long history. If this Committee, as it must do, wishes seriously to attend 

to this problem and is not going to attend to it purely in terms of the 

crystallization of positions, which have achieved nothing and which can achieve 

nothing, then it is common sense, it is reasonable, it is rational that we should 

ask the representatives of both Governments or regimes whatever we vrish to 

call them -- in Korea to come to this table and to participate in the debate. 

Surely it is not the intention of this Committee to look upon this item as 

purely a propaganda item, as purely a theoretical debate, as purely something 

divorced from the realities of the situation. We are interested in the reality 

of Koreaj we are interested in the rehabilitation of the whole of Koreaj we are 

interested in the unification of Korea. No,,r, our steps in this Committee must 

be directly logically and consistentlytowards these purposes. 
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(Mr. Lall, India) 

It fuJln(::J, therefore, that if we are going to have a debate on the whole 

of Korea we must have here at our table the representatives of both regimes 
J 

in Korea or Governffients. I put it that way because I do not want to take a 

stand for other countries as to these people, as to whether these are governments 

or regimes. That is not the issue. The issue is the integrity of Korea. And 

we would beg this Cowmittee not to look at this issue and 3ay: ~e did this in 

l949; we did that in 1950; we did that in 1951, 1952, 1953, 1954, 1957: 
Therefore, we must continue it. I do not have to tell important delegates, 

sophisticated delegates, that if the whole world is to run on the basis that we 

will coptinue to do today what we did in 1914 or 1814 or 1948, we would get 

nowl:ere. We wish to tackle this problem seriously with the delegates around 

the table. We do not ask the delegates to take sides for one Government or one 

regime or the other, but we beg them to remember that we are talking about Korea. 

Korea is a geographical entity; and we are going to get absolutely nowhere if we 

are not going to take that into account. Now if we are going to get nowhere in 

this discussion, then let us adopt the American draft resolution. But if we 

intend to be practical, if we intend to be rnoral, if we intend to take into 

account the affairs and the lives of the Korean people, then let us adopt the 

amendment that the delegation of India proposes. 

The CHAIFJv'f.AN: (interpretation from Spanish) : The members of the 

Comrnittee have heard the gist of the amendment proposed by the delegation of India. 

If anyone wishes to speak to that amendment as well as the draft resolutions of 

the United States and the Soviet Union, we will have before us one issue. I call 

now on the representative of Czechoslovakia. 

Mr. BUSNIKA (Czechoslovakia) (interpretation from French): In view of 

the forthcoming consideration of the Korean question, we must again decide whether 

to invite the representatives of the two sides directly concerned in this matter, 

that is, the representatives of the Democratic Pecple's Rcfublic of Kcrea and of 

Southern Korea, to participate in these talks. The peaceful solution of the Korean 

question implies and presupposes the unification of Korea into a united democratic 

state. This is a problem vlhich affects the interests of the whole Korean people, 

and it is a matter for the Koreans themselves. It is, therefore, imperative that 
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(ll!r. Busnika, Czechoslovakia) 

representatives of both :parts of the hitherto divided country should take rart 

in the consideration of this ~uestion. 

The Czechoslovak delegation welcomes and ,,,11'- l:::hPartRr'ily supports the :proposal 

of the USSR delegation (A/C.l/L.214) to invite representatives of the Democratic 

People's Republic of Kcrea to participateJwithout the right to vote, and to enter 

into the discussion of the whole ~uestion. 

The history of the Korean ~uestion in past years has demonstrated that no 

amount of intervention from outside will solve this ~uestion, nor will the 

unilateral imposition of the will of sixteen countries which, headed by the 

United Str,_tps _. took :part in the aggressive warfare against the Korean Pecple' s 

Dereocratic Republic, do so. If we do not want this year's discussion of the 

Korean ~uestion to wind up in failure, it is essential for representatives of both 

parties in the Korean conflict to take part in this debate, that is, the 

delegation of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and the delegation of 

Southern Korea. This is in line with the re~uirements of e~uity, and the norms 

and standards of :'_ntPrr_:-;t!rr:_a::_ law, as well as the :principles of the United 

Nations. Repeated attempts to deny to the KPDR access to the consideration of 

the ~uestion of Korea in the United Nations, implicit in the United States 

proposal (A/C.l/1.216), constitutes additional evidence of the intention of the 

United States delegation again to frustrate any sort of progress or possibility 

of progress in the solution of this ~uestion. The United States wants to 

perpetuate the livisir'n of Korea as .l rg as possible, to maintain tc..::PiC'r" in that 

area, and to keep Korea in the future as an aggressive base on the Asian 

continent. 

In the opinion of the Czechoslovak delegation, the presence of representatives 

of the Government of the Democratic People's l'lepublic of I:"orea at the present 

session of the United Nations General Assembly is all the more essential, as the 

delegation of the Democratic People' s Republic of Korea coulcl. eventually submit 

explanations and details as to the new proposals of the KPI'R Governments submitted 

in February of this year concerning measures for the peaceful unification of 

Korea. 

In view of all the above, the Czechoslovak delegation considers that the 

proposal of the USSR delegation that the representatives of the Democratic Pec~le's 

Republic of Korea and Southern Korea should be invited to participate in the 
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(Hr. Busnil\:a, Czechoslavakia) 

discussion of the Korean question is a well-advised and just one, useful for the 

work of our Committee. ':Je will, therefore, vote in favour of it. 

The Czechoslovak delegation likewise declares that it will vote against the 

one-sided proposal of the United States delegation in A/C.l/L.216, which would 

have us invite representatives of Southern Korea alone. 

Mr. Pierson DIXON (United Kingdom): The United Kingdom delegation will 

vote in favour of the proposal of the representative of the United States contained 

in the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.216 to invite the representative of 

the Republic of Korea to participate, without the right to vote, in th~ discussion 

by this Corr@ittee of the Korean question. This is the Corr@ittee's established 

practice when considering this item, and the Corr@ittee has found thi~ practice 

helpful. This proposal, rr.oreover, is responsive to the fact that, so far as the 

United Nations is concerned, the Government of the Republic of Korea is the 

legitimate Governrr.ent of that count~y. This point has relevnnce also to the 

Soviet Union draft resolution now before us. To invite representatives of the 

North Korean authorities to take part in our discussions would be to accord to 

those authorities a status that they do not possess. The United Kingdom delegation 

will, therefore, vote against the Soviet druft resolution in document A/C.l/L.214. 

It follovs from what I have said that my delegation will be unable to 

support the arr.endments just read out by the delegate of India, which would equate 

the North Korean authorities with the Government of the Republic of Korea. 

Mr. TAPAEANOV (Bulgaria) (interpretation from French): Once again the 

Korean question comes before the United Nations, and at this time, again, as we 

gather from the United States position , we see that there is an effort being 

made, on the one hand, to stop the representative of the Democratic People's 

Republic of Korea from taking part in the discussion of a subject which is vital 

to the life of his country, and, on the other hand, to try to hamper the United 

Nations in its taking of the necessary decisions to bring out a solution to the 

Korean question. The Bulgarian delegation reserves its right to refer to the 

substance of the question later. But today I shall limit myself to expressing my 

opinion regarding the efforts being made to stop the representative of the 

Democratic Pec~lc:' s Fe:public cf Korea from taking part in the debate. vlhat subject 
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(Mr. Tarabanov. Bulgaria) 

are we going to discuss? We are going to discuss the Korean ~uestion. How can 

we find out what decision to take unless we hear the representatives of both 

sides? The decision which was taken during the twelfth session, under pressure 

of the United States, made it impossible for the United Nations to do this. 
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(Mr. Tarabanov, Bulgaria) 

The main task is to make of Korea, by peaceful means; one unified independent 

and democratic country, to re-establish peace and security in that region of 

the world and to have this country recognized by all the 1mrld. Therefore, 

what we have to do is to try peacefully to unify Korea. But in order to unify 

two independent countries -- which is a division based on a recent historical 

event and wherein there are different social and political structures -- -vre 

not only must ask for their opinion; -vrhich is an elementary q_uestion in any 

matter of unification, but we must at the same time make every effort to have 

the parties come to an agreement; that is, of course, if we -;-rish to unify the 

country peacefully. 

The proposal which the delegation of the United States of i'lmerica made to 

invite only one of the parties to participate in our discussion creates serious 

doubts as to the intentions of the United States in bringing about the 

unification of Korea by peaceful means, and, 1rbat is vrorse, it creates suspicion 

and fear in the minds of the members of the Committee and as regards world 

public opinion. 

Hhy does not the United States vant to see the representatives of the 

:Democratic People's Republic of Korea come before this Committee? The reason 

is -- and we gather this from the statement of the representative of the: t'"nited 

States yesterday -- that it vrould be the representative of a puppet goverl'..ment. 

This is what he said. It is a most peceliar argument that the delegation of 

the United States is trying to interject here. According to the standards 

adopted by that country, it would appear that any government 11hich refuses to 

take orders from the United States or refuses to allovr the United States Army 

and Navy to invade its country and terri to rial vraters, or has sufficient strength 

to oppose the threats levelled against its country, is thereby termed a puppet 

government. 
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(Mr. Tarabanov, Bulgaria) 

Therefore, any President or Government which might allovr the Army and Navy 

of the United States to go into its land and set themselves up there, and then 

have that country obtain subsidies in order to exist, these, I suppose, are not 

puppet governments and they therefore can receive the benediction of the United 

States and vrould be allovred to send representatives to the United Nations. 

is a most bizarre practice vrhich the United Nations cannot and must not 

countenance. To prevent an invitation being addressed to one of the 

This 

parties concerned in a debat~ in order to have them participate in a debate 

vhich would deal with the unification of their country; is a vray of acting that 

must create doubts as regards the good intentions of the United States in 

bringing about the unification of Korea by peaceful means. 

In fact, hov can our Organization do its duty and uork tmrards the 

unification of Korea if ve are going to block any efforts at reaching a solution? 

If ve admit the representative of South Korea and do not admit the representative 

of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, is it not then obvious that this 

must hamper the possibility of having any solutions adcptci ~ere? Any solution, 

in order to be viable and acceptable, must be adopted vitb the presence and 

participation of both parties concerned. 

In his statement of yesterday, the representative of the United States said 

that the participation of the representative of Syngman Rhee in the discussion 

vrill be :r extremely usefulu. Therefore, vre must gather from this that the 

representation of the Democratic People 1 s Republic of Korea vrill not be useful 

and would be annoying. Another representative, adding to the statement of the 

representative of the United States, said that the representation of the Democratic 

People 1 s Republic of Korea vould introduce an element of perturbation and vrorry 

into the debate. They too vrould apparently be annoying to this other 

representative who spol<:e. But this ,,rould be giving us n::ore information. 

Hovrever, since the United States wishes to turn South Korea into a military 

base and spearhead against the Asian continent, since it is setting up bases and 

launching pads for rockets, and since the United States is accumulating atomic 

veapons there and wishes to turn South Korea into an atomic vreapons base, then 

any person ·Hho vrould make such facts lmovm vrould obviously introduce an element 

of perturbation and vrorry here, an cl therefore the United States >muld be very 

careful not to allov such information to come to the attention of the United 

Nations or to world public opinion. 
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(Mr. Tarabanov, Bulgaria) 

But I think it would only be right to recall here that the role of the United 

Nations in this matter is to give its assistance in the solution of the Korean 

question, to help set up peace and not merely to bow to the intemperate wishes 

of the United States. ~·he delegation of Bulgaria feels that the presence of the 

representatives of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea will greatly 

facilitate the tasks of the United Nations. It is for this reason that the 

Bulgarian delegation will vote in favour of the Soviet draft resolution 

(A/C.l/L.214) to invite representatives both of the Democratic People's Republic 

of Korea and of the Republic of Korea to participate in the discussion of the 

Korean question. Ue will also support the amendment submitted today by the 

delegation of India to the United States draft resolution (A/C.l/L.216). 

Mr. BUDO (Albania) (interpretation from French): The delegation of 

the People's Republic of Albania considers, as it has already stated at previous 

sessions, that the efforts of the United Nations in seeking a positive solution 

of the Korean question must be guided first and foremost by the fundamental 

principle governing the matter, that the Korean question is first of all the 

affair of the Korean people. There are two distinct States with different 

political and social systems to be found on the territory of Korea now. 

If we are truly guided by the sincere desire to do fruitful and dispassionate 

work here in order to achieve success, it is indispensable that the representatives 

of the two Korean States should have a chance to participate in our deliberations. 

These t-vro States are the Democratic People 1 s Republic of Korea and the Republic 

of Korea. Surely we cannot persevere in the erroneous path chosen hitherto 

where only one of the parties concerned has been invited to participate in our 

debates. Surely we cannot persist in denying to the Democratic People's Republic 

of Korea the right to be heard. This procedure has yielded no fruit and the 

Korean problem remains in a deadlock. 

lessons. 

Past experience should teach us some 
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(Mr. Budo, Albania) 

'This, after all, is a question which affects both parts of Korea and it is 

only logical that representatives of both of these States should be given a chance 

to be l:.ca:cCl. It should likewise be recalled that in the letter of 24 September 

1958 the lvliniste: of foreign Affairs of the Democratic People's Republic of 

Korea rr:ade it clear that his Government regarded any decision adopted by the 

United IJations, without the participation of the Korean Democratic People 1 s 

Republic representatives in the United Nations debates on this question to be nul 

and void. Expediency, equity and the interests of an affirmative solution on the 

Korean question are at one in requiring us to invite representatives of both parts 

of 1\orea to take part i_n our deliberations on this matter. 

For all these reasons the delegation of the People's Republic of Albania 

considers the United States draft resolution in Document A/C.l/1.216 unacceptable; 

we support the draft resolution in document A/C.l/1.214, sponsored by the USSR 

and we will vote in favour of the Soviet draft resolution. 

Hr. BRATUS (l1krair.ien SoviEot Socialist ~~public) (intE:rrrete.ticn frcr.J 

Russian): The Ukrainian delego.tic::a. findo it u.tual tl::.nt the :prcblen of the 

unification of Korea which affects the vital interests of the whole Korean people 

living in both parts of the country should be discussed and can only be solved 

with the active participation of representatives of both parts of Korea. The 

consideration of this question in the absence of one of the parties concerned, 

that is to say, in the absence of the Korean People's Democratic Republic, has 

always been and will continue to be utterly fruitless. Many years' experience of 

consideration of the Korean question at sessions of the United Nations General 

AsserGblyhas abundantly proved this point. 

The unilateral and bicsed solution of the Korean question perennially imposed 

on the General Assembly by the United States and certain other countries has been 

the result of a violation by those States of the principles and purposes of the 

United Nations Charter. This in turn constitutes a deliberate placing in jeopardy 

of the national rights and interests of the Korean people. 

Some of the representatives who have spoken in the debate on the Soviet 

draft resolution to invite to participate in the discussion of the Korean question 

representatives of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and of the Korean 

Republic have once again referred to an established practice which as hitherto 
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talcen the form of inviting only the representatives of the Republic of Korea to 

tLw Con,mi ttee and some delegations have rejected the Soviet draft resolution on 

Gl1u.>~~ ['::rounds. Ue cannot agree with this argument; we are in fact convinced 

that l:he absence of the representative of the Government of the Democratic People's 

l\e1ublic of Korea in the discussion of the vitally important question of the 

unification of Korea will once again make it impossible this year to adopt any 

sort of objective decision. Under these circumstances the Committee will simply 

be unable to cope with this task. He are all aware of the statement of the Korean 

People 1 s Derr:ocratic Republic in document A/C.l/807 wherein it is stated that the 

Government of the Korean People 1s Democratic Republic would continue to regard 

as nul and void and will reject any decisions taken in disregard of the will and 

interests of the Korean people in the absence of representatives of the Government 

of the Korean People 1 s Democratic Republic. 

\Jhether some delegations want it or not, there simply are two States on 

Korean soil at the present time. Their economic, political and social system 

are different; 11hich of these systems is the most suitable for the aspirations 

and interests of the Korean people is a rr:atter for the Korean people themselves to 

decide. The United Nations Organization must see to it that representatives of 

both sides in Korea should be able to enter into communications, freely exchange 

vievlS, etc. both here and at home. If we want to take a diS):Jt;;.Rsicnate position, 

if we are eager to have this unification of Korea problem solved in a fair manner, 

then surely we will have to have the representatives of both sides in Korea invited 

to the Committee, we will have to hear from them their views and thus get a notion 

of the wishes of the entire Korean people. In this rranner alone can the views of 

the Korean people properly influence the decisions of the Committee and of the 

Assembly on the Korean question. 

This being so the Ukrainian delegation will vote in favour of the resolution 

moved by the USSR which is most in keeping with the paramount interest of the 

unification of Korea. We are likevrise in agreement with the Indian amendment to 

the United States draft resolution. 
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Mr. BARUSHKO (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation 

from Russian): The Byelorussian delegation has repeatedly taken a stand in the 

United Nations in favour of inviting representatives of the Democratic People 1 s 

Republic of Korea and of the Republic of Korea to participate in discussions on 

the Korean question. Our delegation continues to share the views that 

representatives of both parts of Korea--- north and south -- should be invited. 

This would be in line with the principles of justice and is most likely to 

foster the peaceful unification of Korea. 

At past sessions of the General Assembly representatives of the Korean 

People 1s Democratic Republic were denied access to the General Assembly. Such 

decisions by the Assembly, so far from fostering the peaceful solution of the 

unification of Korea, actually play into the hands of those forces who want no 

kind of peaceful unification of Korea but who want to perpetuate in fact the 

military occupation of South Korea. 

The Korean question is a question which is up to the Korean people themselves 

to decide; in fact it cannot be decided in the absence of representatives of the 

Government of the Korean People 1s Democratic Republic which represents the will 

and the interests of the Korean people. No serious consideration or comprehensive 

understanding of the problems of a country divided into two States can take place 

if represer-tatives frcm one sice only, namely South Korea, are heard in this 

Committee while the other side is not heard. 'I'he Korean People 1 s Democratic 

Republic is not merely an interested party in this Korean question which we are 

now discussing. It has in fact ITade a record for itself by its consistent 

efforts toward the establishment of a united Korean democratic State. This is 

made evident by the statement of the Korean People 1 s Democratic Republic of 

24February 1958 in which ne~ constructive proposals of that Government for the 

peaceful unification of the country are set out. These proposals would yield a 

real possibility for a swift and successful solution of the problem of 

unification in Korea. 

The experience of past sessions of the General Assembly has convincingly 

shown that the absence of representatives of the Korean People 1 s DeiTocratic 

Republic has had a serious and unfavourable impact on our efforts to solve the 
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(Mr. Barushko, Byelorussian SSR) 

The Foreign Minister of the Democratic People 1s Republic of Korea 

has sent a letter to the President of the thirteenth session of the General 

Assembly and the Secretary-General in which he says that the Government of the 

Democratic People's Republic of Korea will continue to regard as nul and void 

and will not accept any decisions illegally adopted in defiance of the will and 

interests of the Korean people in the absence of representatives of the Korean 

People 1s Democratic Republic. 
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(Mr. BEtrushko, :I;yelorussian S2R) 

The consideration of the Korean question at this session of the GenerRl 

Assembly with the participation of representatives of both parties concerned 

would be in keeping with the principles of the United Nations Charter. The 

Byelorussian delegation supports the proposal of the delegation of the VSSR 

that representatives of the Korean People's Democratic Republic and of the 

Republic of Korea should be invited to partic:tpate in the discussion of the 

Korean question at the current session of the General Assembly. My delegation 

will vote against the draft resolution of the United States which would have 

us invite only representatives of the Republic of Korea. 

Mr. LmvANDOVlSKI (Poland) : It seems that we are about to fo:_low o. 

very disappointing pattern in deaJingwith the items on our agenda. Before 

the opening of the discussion on the merits of this item,we are always faced 

with some opposition to any motion that would facilitate this disc~cs~en 8r which 

would help to bring the opposing views closer together. This happened when 

the priority of the disarmament issues were argued, and I am afraid that it 

might happen now. 

Vle are to consider the Korean question. It cannot be denied that although 

the international atmosphere would benefit by the just solution of this question, 

such a solution rests mainly in the hands of the Korean people tl:emfklvE:s and 

ic iLl tht:ir interests and concerns, first of all, the two Governments now 

existing in Korea. Scme delegations may not like one of those Governments and 

other delegations may have the same feeling about the other one, but this should 

have nothing to do with an objective and realistic apprcach to the problem. 

To decide, as some delegations now propose, that we should grant the right to 

present its case to the representatives of the South Korean State only and 

deny this same right te the delegation of the Democratic People's Republic of 

Korea would be unjust, in our opinion, and would prejudge the issue before 

discussing it. Moreover, if only the representatives of the South were invited 

here, we would deprive ourselves of an opportunity to get a ~ore comprehensive 

and true picture of the situation and of the policies pursued in the whole rf 

Korea frcm all quarters responsible for carrying them out. 
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rfhis is e::actly \Ihat has happened in previous years when We diSCUSSed the 

Kcree.n questi.c:tJ. l•~ay I ask: Did the discussions conducted with such limitations 

!Jr::x,c~ '-'-·- e~1~' nearer to the solution of the problem? Certainly not. Permit me, 

:;r. Ch·:;.irman, to say that althouc,h we are considering not only 1rhom to invite, 

the Te~;ult of this particular discussion 11ill give an answer to the far more 

iml~c::·tmn CJ_uestion, and that question is: i-.re we able to deal with problems of 

sucL i::rpo:ctcnc"' :•nd complexity as the Korean problem in a JUdicious and realistic 

w.anne:c and \li.th the necessary political vrisdom or shall -vre let passions and 

reell.l_c.:·:;; nc n;atter hovr just, prevail? 

Ii che latter comes to pass, will it not then be interpreted by some people 

outside of the United Nations as supporting the opinion that one should not 

nt::;u ;l,iate or discuss or recognize the existence of the Government that one does 

n.c.··J ~- ;:e? Or even vrorse, that one should deal with it only on the battlefield. 

Five years have elapsed since the hostilities have ceased in Korea. During 

that period the Democratic People's Hepublic of Korea has made great progress in 

rebuilding its country from the devastation of war. The people who live there, 

to:.:;ether with its Government, want to fu:cther this development for the good of 

r:.ll the Korean people. The only thing they need is a peaceful and just solution 

of ".rhat \Te call here the Korean problem. 

If vre desire a serious and unbiased political discussion to that end, we 

should listen to the views of the representatives of all !Corea, both North and 

South. 

·That is vrhy, in the belief that this desire exists amonc; us, the Polish 

delegation strongly urges that the resolution inviting these representatives be 

approved and that the Committee give its support to this resolution and to the 

Indian amendment, and thus give its support to the vrise maxim audiatur et altera 
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Mr. PAZHHAK (Afghanistan): There are two very clear draft 

resolutions before us, and there is als~ one amendment which was presented 

this morning by the representative of India on the issue before the Committee. 

l0.any statements have already been made on this question. \-le do not want 

to repeat the arguments of either of the two sides, but I think that since at 

some stage some impartial views are needed and it is our policy to be impartial 

on all issues, ar_J basing ourselves on this attitude, our approach to the 

c;.ucsticn carr~ct be othenTisc. 

The point which we wish to bring to the attention of the Committee 

concerns two statements which were made this morning in the Committee, the 

first statement made by the representative of India and the second made by 

the representative of the United Kingdcm. In presenting his draft resolution, 

the representative of India criticized what has been called in the Committee 

a practice followed in the past, and wt.at was referred to by the representative 

of the United Kingdom as an established practice. 

This is a point of interest to our delegation. In his criticism of the 

practice followed in the past, the representative of India gave us certain 

reasons, but the statement of the United Kingdcm representative was merely that 

this was an established practice which, he added, has been helpful. When I 

a:~:ced to speak, I just v~ar,ted to ask a (lll.f'Rti0r r;f ~tc; :.·e:rrf'sEx-tati ve cf tl::e 

United Kingdom whose views we always respect and consider of importance. Could 

he tell us a little more clearly the reasons which led him to say that this 

practice of the past has been helpful, how it has been helpful in the past and 

how he thinks this practice, if followed new, will be helpful in the future 

because our i:r.te~:c:st ir the question is the solution of the problem of Korea, 

which would lead to the unification of Korea? He want to be very clear in our 

mi:r.ds to follcvT the correct practice in this Ccll1l.;1i ttee so that ·Ke vote on the 

different issues with o. vc:ry cle!'tr mind. 

I have put this question to the representative of the United Kingd~m but 

I want to make it clear that if he does not wish to answer its, I will not 

insist upon it at all. But if he would do so, I will be extremely grateful 

to him. 
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Mr. SUBASINGHE (Ceylon): Hhen the United Nations decides to discuss 

a question, my delegation expects that it does so in order to achieve some 

fruitful results. We expect that this is also the purpose in discussing the 

Korean question. 

VIe are confronted with a given problem in Korea. VJe are all concerned with 

the unification, peaceful and democratic development of Korea. The division 

of Korea and the subsequent developments were caused by a number of historical 

reasons, and I shall not attempt an evaluation of them now. However, the very 

idea of unification presupposes that there are two parties. Korea is today 

divided into two parts with two governments. 

Now we in this Committee cannot impose unification on the Koreans. \Te can 

only help in bringing it about. In order to do that, I think, -vre have to bring 

the two parties together. In our opinion, the representatives of the two 

GJvernments must be present here to join in our discussions. 

Therefore, my delegation will support the draft resolution submitted by 

the representative of the Soviet Union. If that draft resolution does not come 

up for a vote, -vre shall support the amendment submitted by the representative 

of India. 

The CF~IRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): I wish to point out that 

the French text of the Indian amendment (AjC.ljL.2l8), which is now being 

distributed, contains an omission and will therefore have to be revised and 

redistributed later. 

i''Jr. FORSYTH (I>.ustralia): My delegation is opposed to the proposal 

to invite representatives of the so-called Democratic Peoples' Republic of Korea 

to be seated in this Committee of the General Assembly. I should like to 

indicate very briefly the principal reasons for our position in this matter. 

Let me first say, however, that of course we are concerned with the 

unification of Korea in conditions of democracy and security. \Te shall be 

discussing the problem of arriving at that objective and vre shall see hmv 

difficult that problem is and shall, I think, recognize once again vlhere the 

difficulties arise and at whose door must be laid the responsibility for the 
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prolonged division of the Korean people. We shall make every effort to find a 

way of surmounting those difficulties. But we do not believe that our discussions 

would profit from the presence here of representatives of the North Korean regime. 

First, that regime does not, in our opinion, represent the people of Korea. 

Secondly, the General i.:ssembly itself has identified the Government of 

the Republic of Korea, which at present controls South Korea, as the legitimate 

government of Korea. 

Thirdly, the task of the General Assembly is to arrange, when it is possible 

to do so, for means by which the Korean people may be unified, and those means 

have already been established in principle by the Ceneral Assembly. But it has 

not been possible to put these principles into operation because of the unyielding, 

indeed defiant, refusal of the North Korean regime and its rejection of the 

General Assembly's principles in relation to Korea. There is not the slightest 

reason to believe that an invitation to join in this debate would affect their 

position in any respect. 

Fourthly, the General Assembly, we feel, should not give recognition to a 

regime set up by external force, the existence of which and the actions of which 

run exactly contrary to the objectives and principles which the United Nations 

itself has established. 

The General Assembly cannot recognize two States in Korea at the same time 

as it is working for the unification of that country. 

As for the pretension that this Committee should, so to speak, hear both 

sides, it is obviously unnecessary to invite representatives of the North Korean 

regime here for that purpose. I do not think the Committee will be left in 

ignorance of any imaginable argument and any fact which the North Korean regime 

would want it to hear. This has already been demonstrated by several speakers 

this morning. 

ivly delegation favours the presence here of representatives of the legitimate 

Government of Korea, the Republic of Korea, and will vote for the draft resolution 

presented by the United States delegation. We must, of course, o~pose the 

amendment proposed by the delegation of India and the Soviet draft resolution. 
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Mr. PETER (Hungary): The question before us is: what does the 

Committee want to do regarding this issue? Do we really wish to deal with it 

in an objective way. If we want to deal with it objectively -- and there could 

be no other justifiable intention -- then the Committee must hear the 

representatives of both sides. Whatever the opinion of any delegation in this 

Committee may be regarding the status of the regimes or governments of the two 

parts of Korea, both sides should be heard. My delegation has its own view 

regarding the political and constitutional validity of the regime of South Korea, 

but this opinion could not prevent me from supporting the idea that a delegation 

from the South should be invited. 

On the other hand, for example, Hr. Belaunde or the representative of Australia 

may have their own views regarding the political and constitutional validity of 

the Government of the Democratic People 1 s Republic of Korea, but that opinion 

should not prevent them from supporting the idea that a delegation from North Korea 

should be invited. If they do otherwise they make it clear that they favour an 

unbalanced debate and a one-sided resolution. That is to say, any delegation 

which favours bearing only one side represents a prejudicial attitude, and such 

an attitude reveals a type of fear of confronting reality. 

Since the draft resolution presented by the Soviet delegation and the 

amendment presented by the Indian delegation to the United States draft resolution 

correspond to the idea of objectivity, my delegation is ready to vote in favour 

of both these proposals. 

Sir Pierson DIXON (United Kingdom): The representative of Afghanistan 

invited me to amplify one point in my brief statement this morning. For me to 

do so would lead me, I fear, too far into substance for the convenience of the 

Committee in vlhat is essentially at the moment a procedural debate. I am, 

however, proposing to deal at greater length with the point to which the 

representative of Afghanistan drew attention in the context of a speech which 

I hope to have the opportunity of delivering later in the debate on this item. 

I was grateful to the representative of Afghanistan for his courtesy in 

not pressing me at this stage on the point vlhich he raised and he will, I am sure, 

understand that I prefer at this stage to rest on the balanced statement which 

I made and 11hich should, of course, be read as a whole. 
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Mr. MEL.INCESCU (Romania) (interpretation from French): Before 

taking up, for the seventh or eighth time, the discussion of the Korean 

question, the First Committee must make a decision on the proposal to invite 

representat,ives of the Democratic People 1 s Republic of Korea and of the 

Republic of Korea to participate in the discussion of the Korean question. 

This proposal is contained in the draft resolution submitted by the Soviet 

Union (~/C.l/L.214), which is supported by the delegations of India, Ceylon, 

Poland, Czechoslovakia and other countries. 

From the very beginning of the discussion of this question we have noted 

that the very reasonable and understandable idea of inviting the representatives 

of the two parties to participate in the discussion of this matter has been 

confronted with the obstinate opposition of many countries, headed by the 

Unite~ States. If a majority of the Committee once again supports, by its 

vote, the suggestion of the United States, the debate that will follow will be 

as sterile as those in past years. My clelegation f~els that the experience 

of previous debates and previous decisions that have had no positive influence 

whatever on the evolution of the ~Corean question should be taken into account 

by the Committee when we are called upon to decide on this matter. 

I believe that the representative of Afghanistan might perhaps want to 

comment himself on the reply given by the representative of the United Kingdom 

to the question that he posed. As far as I am concerned, I should merely like 

to mention that the representative of the United Kingdom, at this point in the 

debate when our Committee is discussing the prc:pcsal to invite representatives 

of the t1·10 -'arties concerned in this question, did not consider it useful or 

necessary to give the Committee the reasons why he feels that the practice 

so far follo"IIed 'us been a useful cr_e. 

Since the twelfth session of the General ;,ssembly, important events have 

tal\:en place which the United Nations should consider, for these might have a 

positive influence on the evolution of the ICorean question. The members of 

this Coruni ttee lmow full well that the Government of the Democratic People 1 s 

Republic of lCorea has presented new and very constructive proposals which 

once again bear witness to its intention to bring about a unification of Korea 

by peaceful and democratic means. The members of this Ccmmi ttee Know also 

that the Government of the People's Republic of China irr@ediately moved to put 

into practice the parts of the resolution appJ_ying to it and decided to withdraw 
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the Chinese volunteers from Korea. On 2<3 October last the last contingent 

of Chinese volunteers left Korea. 'I'herefore, the United Nations is confronted 

with an entirely new situation. There are no more foreign troops in the 

Democratic People 1 s Republic of Korea. However, the armed forces of the 

United States still occupy the territory of the Republic of Korea, and the 

Government of Syngman Rhee still carries out its tirades and its aggressive 

policies against the Democratic People 1 s Republic of Korea. 

The situation that has existed after the peaceful moves by the Democratic 

People 1 s Republic of Korea shows more clearly than ever the reason for the 

difficulties that exist in Korea and the necessity for the Democratic People 1 s 

Republic of Korea to be allowed the opportunity to come here and state its 

views. If this debate in the United Nations is intended to help the K:J:cear1 

peoples to reunite by peaceful and democratic means, the First Committee has 

the obligation to take all possible measures to help the people of Korea to 

make known their views and to arrive at a reunification. If our object is 

the unification of Korea, as stated in item 27 of the agenda, there can be no 

argument against the invitation of the representatives of both parties. 

On the specific point >ve are discussing, it is not only a question of the 

exclusion of one of the parties; it is a question of exclud.ing the party 

whose policy is the unification of Korea by peaceful and democratic means 

and the new proposals and the behaviour of this party are proof of this. vle 

are being told that we should invite the representatives of that party that has 

proclaimed its aggressive intentions. Therefore, logically, the United Nations 

or at least those Governments supporting the United States position -- not 

only will 1Je acting lieliberately against the peaceful and democratic unj fication 

of the Korean people but will also be giving further sanction to the aggressive 

policies of the Syngman Rhee clique and to the colonialist policy of the United 

States. 

My delegation considers that there is no need to go into the background 

of this question to shov; that this policy is inevitably leading tovmrds another 

stalemate. I must draw the attention of the Committee to the illegality of 

this stand from the vie1rpoint of the Cha:cter and international lmr. I must 

also draw the attention of the Committee to the dangers to peace and international 

security in the continuation of the aggressive policy of the United States as 

regards the Korean people, under the banner of the United Nations. 
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It is not only a question of deciding whether the First Committee should 

once again engage in a sterile debate on the question of Korea but rather of 

admitting that a decision to exclude representatives of the Democratic People's 

Republic of Korea from this debate can be interpreted only as encouragement 

being given to the Syngman Rhee clique and the American colonialists who are 

fomenting further aggression against the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. 

The pretexts invoked by the delegation of the United States in support of the 

draft resolution it has submitted can change neither the essence of the 

problem nor the real significance of a unilateral decision taken by the 

Committee. 

He have once again heard here the previously exploded argument that, in 

the view of the United States, supported by certain members of the Committee, 

the Democratic People's Republic of Korea was declared an aggressor in the war 

carried out by the United States in Korea under the banner of the United Nations. 

However, the debate here is not limited to that pointj it is rather the 

question of the unification and rehabilitation of Korea:. To exclude 

representatives of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea from this debate 

would merely confirm the fact that the United States and the delegations supporting 

its policies want to bring about the unification of ;<:orea not by peaceful and 

~emocratic means but rather by the use of force, because it is very obvious that 

the unification of Korea cannot be carried out without the active co-operation 

of the people and the Government of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. 

lihere would this policy lead us? Merely to accept the initial premise. 

If the United States places itself in the position of wanting to use force to 

reunify Korea, it is perfectly obvious that the very idea of aggression on the 

part of the Democratic People 1 s Republic of l(orea has no basisj there has never 

been any basis for accusing that Republic of aggression. 
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Now, as far as theaffirmation that the Democratic People's Republic of Korea 

is under some so-called domination by foreign Powers, I do not think it is even 

worth taking this matter up. However, we should mention here that this idea 

was affirmed and reaffirmed in circumstonces where the Democratic People's 

Republic of Korea has no foreign troops in its territory, although the 

Republic of Korea is still occupied by American forces. May we suggest to the 

Committee, and especially those who have upheld this idea, that they ponder 

for a few minutes on what would happen to the Government of South Korea if 

it dared to ask the American forces occupying the country, to withdraw? 

It would obviously be replaced by another Government less docile to the 

American colonialist policy. 

Therefore, my Government feels that it is not the character of the 

Government of South Korea that makes it imperative that they be invited, 

and the Democratic People's Republic of Korea not be invited to speak to the 

Committee; it is not because the Government of Romania recognizes or does not 

recognize the representative character of delegates of the Republic of Korea. 

or the Democratic People 1 s Republic of Korea, but because we believe it is 

in the interests of unification and the national rehabilitation of Korea, 

and it is for the benefit of the people of Korea that the United Nations should 

hear the views of both parties in this question. We believe that if the ideas 

of other delegations agree with their statements of sympathy for the people of 

Korea, then the Committee must take the equitable view of inviting the 

representatives of the two Governments --· the Democratic People 1 s Republic of 

Korea and the Republic of Korea -- to participate in the debate in th~ Political 

Committee on the Korean question. 

Mr. ZORIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)(interpretation from 

Russian): It appears to the Soviet delegation that the consideration of this 

procedural question has in substance yielded an answer to the questicn 

implicit in the i tern on the agenda -- at least a preliminary answer. The 

discussion has made clear who favours the unfiication of Kc•rea and who 

favours the partition.of Korea, the continuation of that partition, and the 

dP.epening of that cleft. 
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The representative of Australia who seems to be well versed in the Korean 

prcbl€m and in its details has let it be l~nown that everyone here who deals with 

the Korean question is interested in the unification of Korea; this is a ccmplex 

problem. It requires careful study, and so on and so forth. He went on to say 

that we cannot recognize two regimes in Korea while we are working on the 

unification of Korea. Now, there was an utterly non sequitur which is striking 

to say the least. If you are working for the unification of Korea, presumably 

what are you trying to unify -- two parts, are you not? You cannot unify what 

is already united. So if you are working on the unification of Korea, presumably 

there are two parts to join into one. You, yourself, have mentioned the existence 

of two regimes in Korea. If you vmnt to unify them, why do you not want to 

listen to the two regimes which actually exist and are extant in Korea7 Why 

are you afraid of doing that? 

Here are questions which are bound to arise in the mind of any person 

who will approach the substance of the question which we are discussing with 

the minimum of objectivity. The answer to this question was yielded by other 

represenatives who spoke in favour of an utterly incorrect and unobjective 

position, that is, excluding one part of Korea from the consideration of the 

unification of Korea. 

The representatives of the United States and the UnitPd Kingdom have 

invoked a practice, experienced in the consideration of the question, which 

they say has justified itself. But all you gentlemen know, and the whole 

world knows, that this practice has not moved the unificaticn of Korea forward 

one step. It has in fact led to the deepening of the partition of Korea and to 

the perpetuation of that partition. Should that practiCE3 continue to serve 

as a basis for our work7 It is an utterly improper and unjustified practice. 

Surely it should not serve as a basis for continuing along this bad way if, 

we w-ant Korea to be unified, and unified peacefully rather than in a war-like 

manner. 

Given a desire to unify Korea peacefully, we cannot ignore the existence of 

two regimes in Korea; and 1ve, the Soviet Union and the other countries that have 

taken a stand for inviting the representatives of both regimes, rather then cne, 
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do not want just the Ncrth Koreans to be invited, but both parts cf Korea. 

We, therefore, take a dispassionate and objective position, whereas you have 

committed yourselves to an aggressive position because you want the regime of 

one part of Korea to extend its sway over all of Korea, and you want to 

dictate that to the Committee and to the General Assembly. Is this a dispassionate 

approach'? Is this the way to the peaceful unification of Korea? No sound-thinking 

human being can ever accept such logic. None of the representatives who spoke 

here in favour of this position was able to adduce one solitary,reasonable 

argument. 

The representative of the United Kingdom refused to answer the legitimate 

question of the representative of Afghanistan as to why and in what way, if 

any, this past practice has justified itself. He deferred an answer to his 

statement on the substance of the matter. But his refusal was a sufficient 

answer. It spoke volumnes. There simply are no arguments in favour of this 

position because past practice has led to no solution of the question. It has 

not moved this question one step forward -- and everybody knows it. He shall have 

an opportunity to discuss the substance of this question and to demonstrate who 

prevents the unificaticn of Korea, who has committed himself to an aggressive 

position in this question. But the course of the discussion so far has already 

shown how deeply mired in its own aggressive policy in the Far East the 

United States has found itself. And this applies to Korea. 

"A " ggressors vrere mentioned yesterday. But the position of the United States 

today, and the position of other countries, has shown who harbcurs c~f.:':8~-c•s ive 

intentions with regards toKorea. If you had no nggressive intentions, you 

would not dread inviting the representatives of both sides of Korea, and 

discussing the question with them. But you are unwilling to do so because 

you t&rbcur aggressive intentions against North Korea. He shall speak of this 

in greater detail when we address ourselves to the substance of the question. 

But your position on this matter has already revealed your aggressive intentions. 
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He who stands for the peaceful unification of Korea cannot possibly refuse 

to hearken to tlle l> ;;resc:ntati ves of both sides in Korea. The Soviet Union, 

for its part, does not recognize the regime in South Korea. He do not regard 

the Republic of Korea as a regime which expresses the desires, the will and the 

aspirations of the people of South Korea. But we are not afraid of listening 

to the representatives of South Korea. vle are perfectly willing, in fact we 

are anxious, to have the representatives of both sides of Korea heard here 

because those are the regimes which are extant in reality. 

He look the real facts in the eye. You refuse to do so. You wish to 

build your policy on the basis of a plan which you have devised in advance. 

This plan, however, is bursting at the seams in respect of China and in respect 

of Korea. It will collapse under the weight of life because it is not a realistic 

plan. It is based on the notion of imposing a Diktat on North Korea. This is 

a policy which collapsed in the course of the Korean adventure and is not now 

likely to yield the fruit of success to your aggressive plans. 

The Soviet delegation therefore considers that the consideration of this 

question has already served to reveal the intentions of the United States and of 

the countries that support it. These intentions boil down to deepening the 

division in Korea, maintaining the military sitt~ticn in South Korea and using 

South Korea as a marshalling point for aggressive intentions against North Korea. 

This has already been shown in the course of the procedural debate on inviting 

the representatives of North and South Korea to participate in our discussion 

without the right to vote. 

The Soviet delegation will support its own draft resolution Ul./C.1/L.214) 

and the Indian amendment (A/C.1/L.218) as well if we come to a vote on that. 

Mr. SON SANN (Cambodia)(interpretation from French): The United 

Nations has set for itself the following fundamental aim c~ far as Korea is 

concerned: to create an independent, unified and democratic Government for the 

peninsula. The Cambodian delegation feels that,in order to achieve this aim, 

the United Nations should hear all sides. It should not officially prejudge 

the stand of the regimes concerned. 
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In order to achieve peace, you have to negotiate with the adversary. This 

has been done in the past; it must be done in the future. Ue have to hear the 

representatives of all the Koreans. It is for this reason and without attaching 

any political significance whatever to this move or prejudging the recognition 

of any system of government that Cambodia has not recognized any Korean Government. 

The Cambodian delegation will vote in favour of the Indian amendment 

(A/C.l/L.218) to the draft resolution C-•/C.l/L.216) submitted by the United States 

of lunerica because we warmly hope for the unification and the rehabilitation of 

Korea. \·Te will, for the same reason, abstain on the other draft resolutions 

before the Committee. 

Jl'ir. JORDAA.N (Union of South Africa): Hhen the representatives of the 

Soviet Union and India presented us with arguments in favour of their proposition, 

my ~-elegation) of course, listened with interest and attention. Their views are 

entitled to our respect. But I was not impressed when we had to listen to a 

debate on the part of the Soviet bloc which sounded for all the world like a full 

orchestra playing on one note. I was really wondering whether the Soviet Union 

would ~ot ccnsider t~at it might not be conducive to the smooth working of our 

Committee and that it might not be a reflection on the intelligence of the members 

of this Committee if, by organizing a claque of that sort, the same argumen"cs were 

repeated and re-echoed ad nauseum. 

The first speech of Mr. Zorin was an argument. His final speech was out and 

out propaganda. I am also wondering whether a propaganda speech of that sort 

carries any greater weight if it has to be repeated by every single member cf 

the group, which we kLcw al~ays shows great solidarity. 

For my part, I do not have to argue the issues. I will not insult the 

intelligence of the Committee by repeating what has already been said by previous 

speakers. Therefore, all I need to do is to say that I associate myself with the 

remarlm of the representative of Australia and that my vote will be cast in 

accordance with the considerations he advanced. 
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Mr. ORTIZ-MARTIN (Costa Rica)(interpretation from Spanish): The 

delegation of Costa Rica is against the amendment (i~/ C .1/L. 218) proposed by the 

representative of India because v1e consider that to allow participation in the 

debate of a representative of a country that has been labelled an aggressor is 

to favour and to support rebellion against the United Nations. It vrould be a 

most dangerous precedent to set, because then all countries, following their own 

ideas or the ideas of others, which disobeyed United Nations orders, would be able, 

supported by a number of courffiries, later to discuss and debate on an equal 

footing with other Members of the United Nations without being punished for their 

rebellion. Countries that do not abide by the resolutions of the United Nations 

should at least be punished in such a way as not to allow them to sit on a par 

with the Members of the United Nations. That is 1vhy my delegation ·vrill vote in 

favour of the draft resolution contained in document Jl./C.l/L.216. 

U THA..NT (Burma) : I just want to make a very brief statement on the 

issue before this Committee. 

In the course of the general debat~ on behalf of my delegation, I made it 

clear that on any issue in dispute before this world Organization my delegation 

would press for the hearing of both sides of the dispute. This applies clearly 

to the legitimate case of the People's Republic of China, and it applies similarly 

to the present matter under discussion. 

The United Nations will be failing in its duty if it comes to a decision 

without hearing the views of both sides to the dispute. The United Nations has 

consistently shut the door to the Democratic People's Republic of Korea in its 

deliberations on the question of the unification of Korea, vrith obvious results: 

a decision on paper without leading us anyvrhere. 

It is time that a re-examination and a reappraisal of our attitude is called 

for. Let me appeal to my colleagues to try a new and sensible means of breaking 

the deadlock. 

For these reasons, my delegation will support the Indian amendment contained 

in doclwent A/C.l/L.218 and for the same reasons my delegation will support the 

Soviet draft resolution contained in document A/C.l/L.214. 
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The crhiiFYUiN (interpretation from Spanish): It appears that we have 

novr finished our procedural debate and that we are ready to vote. 

There are two draft resolutions before the Committee: the first submitted 

by the delegation of the Soviet Union in document A/C.l/L.214, dated l November; 

and the second submitted by the United States delegation in document A/C.l/L.216, 

dated 4 November. To the United States draft resolution, there is an amendment 

submitted by the delegation of India in document .\.jC.l/L.218. 

According to rule 132 of the rules of procedure we will have to vote first 

on the draft resolution submitted first -- in this case,the draft resolution of 

the Soviet Union submitted in document ;l.jC.l/L.214. No amendment has been moved 

to this draft resolution, and a roll-call vote has been requested. 
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A vote was taken by roll call. 

The Philippines, having been drawn by lot by the President, was called 

upon to vote first. 

In favour: 

Against: 

Poland, Romania, Ul<;:rainian Soviet Socialist Republic, 

Union of Soviet ~__:locialist Republics, United Arab Republic, 

Yugoslavia, Albania, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian Soviet 

Socialist Republic, Ceylon, Czechoslovakia, Ghana, 

Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iraq 

Philippines, Portugal, Spain, Thailand, Turkey, Union 

of South Africa, United Kingdom of Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, 

Argentina, Australia, Eelgium, F.L'azil, :_;hiJ e, ChiL£1., 

Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, 

El Salvador, Ethiopia, Federation of Malaya, France, 

Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Iceland, Iran, Italy, 

Japan, Jordan, Laos, Liberia, Luxembourg, Netherlands, 

New Zealand, Nicaragua, Pakistan, Panama, Peru 

Abstaining: Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Sweden, Tunisia, Vc.c:czuela, Yemen, 

Afghanistan, Austria, Cambodia, Canada, Denmark, Finland, 

Israel, Lebanon, Libya, Mexico, Morocco, Norvmy. 

The draft resolution was rejected by 42 votes to 17, with 18 abstentions. 

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish) : He shall nov; go on to vote 

on the draft resolution of the United States of Anlerica, (A/C.l/L.216). However, 

since amendments have been submitted to this draft resolution in document 

A/C.l/L.218, we shall vote first on the amendments. 

A vote was tal<:en by roll call. 

The Federation of Malaya, .having been drmm by lot by the President, was 

called upon to vote first. 
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In favour: 

Against: 

Abstaining: 
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Ghana, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Morocco, Poland, 

Romania, Saudi Arabia, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Arab Republic, 

Yemen, Yugoslavia, Albania, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian 

Soviet Socialist Republic, Cambodia, Ceylon, Czechoslovakia 

Federation of Malay, France, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, 

Honduras, Iceland, Iran, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Laos, 

Liberia, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, 

Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Philippines, Portugal, Spain, 

Thailand, Turkey, Union of South Africa, United Kingdom 

of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States 

of America, Uruguay, Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, 

Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican 

Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Ethiopia. 

Finland, Israel, Lebanon, Libya, Mexico, Norway, Sudan, 

Sweden, Tunisia, Venezuela, Afghanistan, Austria, Canada, 

Denmark. 

The amendment to the draft resolution was rejected by 42 votes to 21, with 

14 abstentions. 
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The CHfi.IRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): Ue shall now vote on the 

United States draft resolution (A/C.l/1..216) on which a roll-call vote bas been 

requc::sted. 

;, vcte -vras taken by roll call. 

Thailand, having been drawn by lot by the Presider.t, was called upon to vote 

first. 

In favour: 

Against: 

Abstaining: 

Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Union of South Africa, 

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 

United States of America, Uruguay, 1\.rgentina, Australia, 

Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Co.nada, Chile, China, 

Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Denmark, Dominican 

Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Federation 

of I-Jalaya, France, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, 

Iceland, Iran, Israel, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Laos, 

Lebanon, Liberia, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, 

Nevl Zealand, Nicaragua, Nonray, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, 

Philippines, Portugal, Spain, Sweden. 

Ukrainian SSR, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 

Yugoslavia, Albania, Bulgaria, Byelorussian SSR, 

Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania. 

United Arab Republic, Venezuela, Yemen, Afghanistan, 

Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, Finland, Gl1ana, India, 

Indonesia, Iraq, Libya, Morocco, Saudi Arabia, Sudan. 

The draft resolution was adopted by 51 votes to 10, "lli th 16 abstentions. 

At the invitation of the Chairman, Mr. Yang, representative of the Republic 

of Korea, tool>: a seat at the Col!illli ttee table. 

J.Ir. HICKENLOOPER (United States of America): Once again the General 

Assembly turns to tbe question of Korea. It should be cause for regret on the 

part of all Members that, since 1947, our annual discussion of this question has 

failed to achieve a solution to the fundamental problem in Korea, namely, 

unification. 
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The Korean people desire unification of their country. They see in the 

Charter of the United Nations, and in the actions which the General Assembly has 

taken repeatedly since 1947, a promise for the fulfillment of this desire. Yet 

the United Nations has failed to bring about the realization of the just 

aspirations of the Korean people for freedom, independence and unity. :Thy has 

this been so? 

It seems to me that a revie-vr of tl::le Korean :problem from the time it -vras 

first discussed in the General Assembly gives an ans-vrer to this question. It 

can also point the way in -vrhich, although after regrettable delay, vre might 

achieve a fair and just solution. 

Follmring the liberation of Korea in 1945, efforts "\Iere made, in accordance 

with the :pledges of the Cairo and PotschL Dt::clarcttions and the lloscovr ;~greement 

of 1945, to bring about an independent o.nd united goverll..ment of Korea. ;ls the 

military Pmrer in the southern zone of , :c,n~a at that time, the United States 

participated in these efforts, sincerely e:~pecting early agreement on the 

establisbment of a united Korea. Unfortunately, the then occu1;ying Pmrer ir: 

North Korea, the Soviet Union, did not approach the problem in the same manner. 

Instead, the Soviet Union treated the 38th Parallel, 11hich had been established 

only as a temporary b.ne of division to fo.cili tate the surrender of Japanese 

forces in Korea, as a permanent division. It obstructed all efforts tc ~-each 

agreement on the arrangements necesso.ry to bring about establishment of a 

unified government. After two years of trying vain.ly to reach ac:reement "\vi th 

the Soviet Union in the Joint Commission, the United States brought the :problem 

of Korean independence before the United Nations. 

In introducing the Korean question into the United Nations in 1947, the then 

Secretary of State, George C. !larsbc.dl, referring to the deliberations in the 

Joint Commission said: 

"'I'he United States representatives have insisted that uny settlement 

of the l~orean problem m11st in no vray infringe the fundamental democratic 

right of freedom c:r.· opinion. 'I'hat is still the position of my Government." 

I can repeat that that is still the position of my Government today, in 

1958. Just LiS in 1947, vrhen the General :~.ssembly fir2 '· considered this problem) 

the dereocratic right of freedcm of opinion -- tb~-'-' ~ 0, the expression of the will 

of the Korean people through genuinely :Lnc:e el .. -.:tions -- remains the fundamental 

issue in the settlement of the ICore~'u -c:c .blem today. 
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In 191~7, the General .\.ssembly called for free elections throughout Korea 

under the observation of a United Nations body, the United Nations Temporary 

Commission on Korea. In its report to the United Nations, the United Nations 

Temporary Commission on Korea stated: 

"The United States military authorities in the S::mth declared themselves 

ready to extend facilities and assistance. On the other hand, no answer 

-vras received to that effect from the Soviet I1Iili tary Commander in North 

Korea •.. 

"The Commission therefore regretfully dre-vr the conclusion that it 

would not be possible, for the time being, to implement its terms of 

reference in that part of Korea occupied by the forces of the Union of 

Soviet Socialist Republics." (General Assembly Official Records: Third 

Session, Supp. No. 9 (A/575) p. 41) 
The Corrmission observed the elections held in South Korea. 

rerJort to the United Nations on those elections as follo-vrs: 

It concluded its 

I! the results of the ballot of 10 i iay 1948 are a valid expression of the 

free ~Till of the electorate in those parts of Korea vrbich Here accessible 

to the Con:m.ission and in which the inhabitants constitute approximately 

t·vro-thirds of the people of all Korea." (Ibid., p. 47) 

The General .:\ssembly approved the Temporary Commission's conclusions. It 

declared, in resolution 195 (III) of 12 December 1948: 
II there bas been established a lawful gover~~ent (the Government of the 

Eepublic of Korea) having effective control and jurisdiction over that part 

of lCorea 11here the Temporary Commission vras able to observe and consult and 

in vbich the great majority of the people of all Korea reside; that this 

Governr!lent is based on elections \·rhich were a valid expression of the free 

vill of the electorate of that part of Korea and -vrhich vrere observed by the 

Temporary Commission; and that this is the only such Government in Korea;" 

(Ftcscl·.J.ti::::n 195 (III)) _ _.:;...;;.__:__ 
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Thus in the first efforts of the United States to bring about a free, 
' 

independent and unified Korea, the fundamental democratic right of freedom of 

opinion of the Korean people was upheld and protected by the United Nations. 

Only the refusal of the Soviet Union to permit this same ''freedom of opinionn 

to take place in the northern part of Korea, which was under Soviet occupation, 

prevented achievement of Korean unification. Confronted by the establishment 

under United Nations auspices of the Republic of Korea, the Soviet Union created 

the north Korean puppet regime. Leadership in this puppet regime was assumed 

in many irr,portant cases by Koreans who, until that time, had held Soviet 

citizenship and even commissions in the Red Army. 

An attempt was made to hide this manufactured regime behind the facade of 

so-called elections. These elections were not observed by any outside impartial 

body. 'There was no""freedom of opinion11 or of expression in their conduct. 

The thousands of Koreans who have fled from north Korea to the south show 

graphically the lack of popular support for the Communist regime from the day 

of its creation. 

In the Republic of Korea they fcund a safe haven with opportunities for 

their individual wellbeing in an atmosphere of freedom. Many tens of thousands 

of other Koreans were less fortunate. Thousands whose only crime was their 

quest for freedom, were killed by the Communist dictators in north Korea. 

Thousands more were massacred during the initial period of communist successes 

in the invasion of the territory of the Republic of Korea. There were many 

thousands more who were forcibly taken north in death marches when the 

victorious forces of the United Nations compelled the communists to retreat. 

Following the establishment of the independent, sovereign Government of 

the Republic of Korea, United States forces were withdrawn from the Republic of 

Korea. Soviet occupation forces were also withdrawn from north Korea, but only 

after they had assisted in building up a strong Communist military establishment. 

Communist intentions iii th respect to Korea were soon revealed. On 25 June, 1950, 

the north Koreans launched an attack against the Republic of Korea. Unable to 

cope with this aggression with its own limited defensive capabilities, the 

Republic of Korea appealed to the United Nations for assistance. The United 

Nations immediately responded. 
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I do not feel that it is necessary to review in detail the unhappy 

consequences of this north Korean action or of the Chinese communist role in 

joining in the aggression. They are well known to the world: the deaths, 

human suffering and misery brought to the Korean people, the dislocation of 

hundreds of thousands, the economic destruction of the country. The United 

Nations responded with a successful collective defence effort, the first such 

in history. 

In July 1953, after long and tortuous negotiations extending for more than 

two years, hostilities in Korea were terminated by the Armistice Agreement. 

The Agreement included a recommendation for a political conference whose 

purpose was to bring about unification. At this juncture, having failed to 

conquer Korea by force of arms, the Communist side now obstructed every effort 

to unify Korea through peaceful means. Although by the end of August 1953 the 

General Assembly had expeditiously completed arrangements for United Nations 

participation in the political conference, it was not until late April 1954 that 

the political conference recommended by the Armistice Agreement actually met. 

'I'he conference took place over a period of seven weeks at Geneva. The 

United Nations Nembers who participated in the Korean action made every effort 

to obtain agreement that would lead to the establishment of a unified, 

independent and democratic Korea. Two fundamental principles underlay their 

positions: I am reading now from the principles established: 

"(1) The United Nations, under its Charter, is fully and rightly 

empowered to take collective action to repel aggression, to restore 

peace and security, and to extend its good offices to seeking a 

peaceful settlement in Korea; and 

(2) In order to establish a unified, independent and democratic 

Korea, genuinely free elections should be held under United Nations 

supervision for representatives in a National Assembly, in which 

representation shall be in direct proportion to the indigenous 

population in all parts of Korea." 

At Geneva the Governments concerned maintained that genuinely free elections 

are the essential first step toward the unification of Korea. To ensure 
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conditions ')f c;r::nuine freedom, they toolz the positicn tbF;:C, the c.i.ections lirust be 

conducted undex· the impartial and effective supervir3ion of the Ucited 1~ations. 

The Con.munist participants rejected the two fundor<Jcntal ;::_iuciples. 'rhey 

argu2d th<:~t the United :L•!ations had lost its moral and legeJ. >:.uthorL:..; to deal 

with the Korean problem. They refused. to provide any gua.::·antee thal:. elections 

would be carried out in genuine freedom. They rejected tha principle of 

representation on the basis of population. The CommmliG"u prur·osals -vrould have 

provided the Communist side v7i th an absolute veto over trltJ c;AlCluct of the 

elections. They proposed a supervisory body v7here equal representation of 

Communist and non-Con:·munist nations, and a provision reqc;.iring unanimity for 

all decisions, would have enabled them to frustrate the CorDmission 1 s operations 

and to prevent any effective observation of the elections. The ineffectiveness 

of any such supervisory body has nm.,r been clearly shown in the operation of the 

Neutral Nations Supervisory Con:mission under the Armistice "igreement. 

'l'he Geneva Conference failed to achieve the political settlement in Korea 

achieved by the Armistice 1\greement. The differences that developed at 

Geneva remain. The unification of Korea has not been achieved. 

Nevertheless, the Armistice j,greement has continued as a basis for 

maintenance of the truce. To say the least, the perforrr.ance of the Communists 

with regard to the provisions of the hgreement has been utterly lacking in good 

faith. Their viola·cions of the Agreement and the remedial actions the United 

Nations Command was compelled to take as a result, have been fully reported to 

the General Assembly. I should like here to refer you to the two principal 

reports of the Unified Command in this respect (Documents A/3167 of 

16 August 1956 and A/3631 of 13 August, 1957). 

Let me also add one final comment vTi th respect to the statement made by 

the United Nations Command in June 1:)57 regarding subparagraph l3(d) of the 

Armistice Agreement. 

As the Command announced in its statement of 21 June, l:J57, it took certain 

limited defensive measures in response to the repeated, flagrant and gross 

violations of the reinforcement provisions of the !;..rmistice corr.mi tted by the 

Communist side. These actions, for the 1rost part, involved the stren(,thening 

oZ the Command's defensive position by the introduction of certain units 

c~uipped 11ith modern weapons. I should like to repeat that these actions w·ere 

'Jxely defensive in nature. They would not have been necessary if the 
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L 1.ithfully by the prov:i.si.· !W oC:' the Aru;j_;: .. :Lee ,·,greement 

.,, ~ in this Corr:mittee di;;;~~·,;_;sed this rw.tte:.: in detail: 

· c.-. further • 

. 't'if~ts announce that they have vi thdrmm their forces 

However, the Chinese ComEiunists 

continue \;c ;efy t1.1e purposes of the United Nations, and riciculc its 

resolutions anC actions. They persistently reject every constructive 

prq)osal designed. to bring about Korean unification. 
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Communist violations of international conventions and the principles of 

hUlnanity governing the treatment of prisoners of war are a matter of record. 

The fate of several hundreds of military personnel of the United Nations Command, 

who at one time were either in Communist hands or about whom the Co1mnunist side 

had so1ne knowledge, remains unlmown. Yet the provisions of the I~rmistice 

/~greement require an accounting in this matter. The atrocities and war crimes 

committed by t11e North Korean and Chinese Communists during the he stili ties, were 

discussed in detail during the ninth session of the United Nations General 

Assembly in 1953. This deplorable record cannot now be forgotten. 

From the outset the question of the withdrawal of foreign troops from Korea 

has been an important aspect of the Korean problem. I remind the members of the 

Committee that once before foreign forces were withdrawn from that unfortunate 

nation. The members here will recall what subsequently took place. The 

Communist authorities in North Korea immediately made ready their invasion of 

the Republic of Korea. 

As reported by the United Nations Commission on Korea, then on the spot, tJ.1e 

attack was launched by the North Koreans. Moreover, it is clear that they 

received moral and material support from others in this venture -- in fact, they 

have boasted publicly of that support. They believed that the Republic of Korea, 

weak in a military sense, would stand alone and J.1ence would be unable to cope 

with this aggrcssicn. In this they were wrong. Free nations came to the Republic 

of Korea's assistance and reversed the initial successes gained by the North 

Koreans frcm the surprise attack. At this point, Chinese Communist forces 

entered Korea to join in the aggression against United Nations forces. 

After the Geneva Conference the Communist delegations called for immediate 

withdrawal of all foreign forces from Korea before the holding of elections. 

From time to time during the past four and a half years, they have repeated 

this call. Early this year the North Korean regime announced certain proposals, 

including a demand for the withdrawal of all foreign troops from Korea again. The 

Chinese communist authorities endorsed these proposals and indicated their 

willingness to take tlle initiative by withdrawing their forces from North Korea. 

They now claim to have completed this withdrawal. 
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let us again not forget what occurred after the .. <__tst withdrawal of foreign 

forces from Korea. fmd let us not forget why United Nations forces are in Korea 

today. At the call of the United Nations they came and remain for the 

assistance of a victim of ruthless cc:rr:munist aggression. They will be withdrawn 

when the conditions. for a lasting settlement laid down by the General Assembly 

have been fulfilled. 

The North Korean and Chinese communists have attellipted to present their 

position on the withdrawal of foreign troops frcm Korea as an indication of their 

sincerity in seeking to achieve a settlement in Korea. They proclaim loudly and 

widely, and are supported in these claims by others in the Sino-Soviet bloc, that 

all that is needed to establish peace and security in the Korean peninsula and to 

achieve Korean unification is fer United Nations forces to vrithdraw frcm the 

Eepublic of Korea. Again, I remind t}le members of this Ccrumittee that we need 

only recall the events in 1949 and 1950 to recognize what the consequences of a 

withdrawal of United Nations forces frcm the Republic of Korea might be, should 

such a withdrawal tal\:e place before unification in accordance with the long

standing objectives of the United Nations is accomplished. 

Recent statements by communist leaders and other developments in the Far East 

give equal cause for concern. S:reakinG; of the Chinese communist withdrawal only a 

short time ago, Chou :C~n-lai himself stated it does not mean that the Chinese 

people nhave forsaken their international duty to the Korean people':. Cne may ask 

what is meant by ninternational duty to the Korean people 11
• :;:;ces i'fJT. Chou ]Jn-lai 

mean tent tl::.e so-called vc:ic.r"tccrs have not renounced their aggressive ambitions 

in Korea? 

The communist side has attempted to equate the Chinese aggressors with the 

forces of the United Natj_ons which were sent to Korea in accordance lfith L:nited 

Nations resolutions to repel aggression. The withdrawl of these aggressor forces 

was demanded by the General Jissembly more than seven years ago. If it is indeed 

true that the Chinese communists have withdrmm frcm North Korea as they claim, 

then one can only say that it is about time that they have complied with this 

demand, a demand which was repeated in the resolution adopted by the General 

Assembly at its twelfth session. 
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Sixteen t''ember nations contributed forces to the United 

Korea in ref:>J;'Onse to the appeal of the Uni tecl Nations. lv:ar:.y tt 

sCir:e ncn-: embers, contributed hospital units, other servicen, 

after tl:.e cc,r:.elusion of the Armistice Jigreeroent, a substanti&. .. l.-·•· , , 

Uni tecl Hat lens forces were withdrawn frcm the Hepublic of Kores .• 

forces of the l-ni ted Nations Command, excluding those of the Hepui. · 

- - '~ ~' 

ll.i •.--: 

are s1r:all. They consist pri.marily of hro United fitates divisicm3,, '" J .r-l;~l_f;i: 

brigade, a Tl:ai comfany and liaison groufS free; the other natic ns. C::'~;ese facts 

.c:how llnr ridiculous the ccromunist prcpaganda claims are that tl~ese ic::··::'""" ure 

':in cccufaticn11 of South Korea or that they are 11 imperialist'~ fcrc:E:s. 

Cne United Nations Command remains in Korea for cne purpose cnly, tte 

achievement uf United Nations objectives. As the Governmentc C'.ncerned have 

repeatedly stated, they are prepared to withdraw frcm Korea wheL thej_::.' ;nissj_cm is 

accrmplished. The:r·e is an easy 'flay for the communist authorities tr ,;:c;,ke p~..ssible 

the early wi thdra'ffal cf Un~i ted Nations forces. That is by acceptin"; the 

proposals of the United .1\:ations fer a settlement in Korea which ·T:i.=_l_ J!JE:E.:-!. the 

establishment cf a unified, indqerld.ent and d.emocratic Korea. 

I referred previously to staten1ents issued at Pyongyan"; and Fe ear::.ier 

this year. Ti1e statement of the l?e.i.ping regime was communi<:a:~ecl co tlJ·j 

Governments participating in the United Nations Command in Korec:~. Tl::tese 

Governments replied to that c;taten:ent in the hope of elicitinr~: fx·c11 the ~crr:munist 

side scme indication as to its true intentions with respec~t to "' tt:L.erilent in 

KcJrea. The Peiping regime made it abundantly clear that the CCli'Im;nist rcsJ.tion 

had not changed since the Geneva Conference. The Chinese ccmmur:cLJ·'~,s: "ffho a::.so 

claimed to be speak.i.ng for the North Korean regime, refused the reque:.::tecl 

clarification of their position on the question of free electioDs; tLe 

question of the principles on wnich elections should be held was !n·L~to}J.i"::cl c.sicl.e. 

It is these principles that lie at the heart of any settlerueGt c~' t!.-w Kore2.n 

C}uestion. 'I'he refusal of the ccrr:munist authorities concernecl tc, y~c:f::;>t ccr1diticns 

which would guarantee the free expression of the \·rill of tl,e Kurr',' J.''cUJ, :~<': ····- tile 

!!freedom of cr:inion11
, vThich Secretary lviarshall spoke of eleven y~~e.rs c'(;O j'::': the 

General Assei!Jbly -- remains, as in the days of the Joint Ccrr.missi.on, and 

tbereafter in tbe United Natiom;, ~tt tbe Geneva Conference in 2..954, and todu.y 

j_n 1~58, the onl.y real obstacle tc 8. set t leu;ent lr:. Kcrea. 
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If the communist authorities concerned really desire a .settleruent in Koree:._. 

they neeQ only give evidence of their sincerity on the questicn of free elections. 

So far, regrettably, they have failed to do so. ;/hy, it rDit_'ht be asked., are these 

r• ', .. :unist authorities opposed tc free elections? .Ti thout doubt they fear the 

results of a free expression of opinion by the Korean pecple, jt;: t af.> they fear 

freedC!rl of opinion anywhere in tl'e world. The prosper·t entcc-_L lee:,_ ·,'~v J:'ree:: 

elections and free expression obviously frightens the ccnJuunists 

reco,_nize tt:at they >voulci be overwhelwin1;,ly repucliatecl.. Ti1is i:; ·"a~ rec.scn 

1Jehin·l t:1e re.fLJ.sal cf ti1e communist authorities to ae:ree tc .,_ ,>.•c u.Lc ,- :' l j__ ... _; il 

-.;u.)ld ensure suci. elections. 

:JnC!Ol·-otedly they take note ti1at, in the HepubJH: oi' Kcce:::_, ~·-

.'CJ.•Jversi ties in the ten years since its establisbn;ent, the .l(C·i·eaG uecJ. .L .::.:.: o 

learned to exercise these fundamental democratic r i.)rts. 

'I'he United Nations Commission on the Unificat.icn and litYetl: L .~.:. ~.: .i i< u 01 

Kcn'ea has repeatedly testified to the continuinc.:: l'_rcwth ar:•C.t c.ldvc;' ~.:c..·+ 

demccrc_tic institutions in the r~epublic of Korea. /~·; : LU.ttel' u. 

the I~epublic of Korea invites the Commission to o!Jsel''."e e_;_e;: t.:J_c·r:;; :,.:;.:..,t _, ;, t ij(; 

Republic and co-operates in faci.litatinc, t:ne acti.vit.Lcos cf chis 'J:lited _ .c.<.J<L :c; 

agency. Foreign correspondents roam freely about 3cut1l "~c:ccc.t_. cL :·:.2:;\'.t · :;_._-

reportin~ without interference. Frequently they find to ~-·.i'.l. 

they de. I.nd so does the Korean presiJ and t1Je Korc:e:.G ro1i tie c.: .. ~ c , ·. , '" .• 
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One thing even the most severe critic of the ,(epublic of I-::orea must admit 

in the Uepublic of l(orea there is nfreedom of opinion 11
• Tragically, we cannot 

say the same for the area under the control of the North Korean regime. There 

the ircr:. hand of Communist dictatorsh:.:..p suppresses any manifestation of free 

society. 

'rhe ~iepublic of Korea has alsc vv .~'.s :r·ight to full and equal status 

as a sovereic;n nation in many other iJ;,v·.::. .. '='mt resr:;ects. It has become increasingly 

active in its international relaticnscLps. Tte ;epublic of l:orea participates 

in several specialized agencies of the ur1ii:.ed Nations, as vell as in other 

international organizations. It has repeatedly been found gual:Li.'ied for 

membership in the United Nations. Its admission to the United Nations has been 

blocked only because of the consistent use of the veto by the Soviet Union in 

the ~3ecuri ty Council. 'l'he United States hopes that the Republic of Korea can soon 

assume its rightful place here in the United Nations. ';!e will continue to work 

for its admission in every practical way. 

In conclusion may I again emphasize the solemn oblic;ation of the United Nations 

to bring about the establishment of a unified7 independent and democratic Korea 

through peaceful means. 'rhis Lssembly can now contribute to the peaceful 

unification of Korea by reaffirming the fair and just principles it has advanced 

in the past as a basis for a settlement in Korea. This is the purpose of the 

resolution which the United States, together with the representatives of hUstralia, 

Belgium, Colombia, Ethiopia, France, Greece, Luxembourg, Netherlands, the 

Philippines, Thailand, Turkey and the United Kingdom have submitted. 

Once again we must bring to bear upon those authorities who have so far 

prohibited a settlement through a free expression of opinion of the people of 

Korea, the force of the will of the overwhelming majority in the United Nations. 

The Communist forces cannot forever reject the demands of the gallant Korean 

people and of vrorld opinion for a just settlement in Korea. 

The CP..AJR!v!J,N (interpretation from Spanish): I have tHo speakers on 

the list for this afternoon and in view of the fact that we really must go ahead 

with our vrurl: I vJOuld like to ask the delegates to make an effort to see if 

cthe:c speeches can be made thereafter. 

The meeting rose at 1.5 p.m. 


